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Dates for your diary 

AVANTI HALL  
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Issue 6 – Friday 10th December 2021 
 

So much is done in the autumn  
term of a school year. It is often the  
longest term and with the onset of  
winter, can seem to be never 
ending! At times that can be true  
of this term, particularly as we  
have to comment again on the  
impact of the pandemic on our  
school, but there have been many  
highlights that have brightened the 
landscape for staff, pupils and parents. Our Winter Fayre was excellently 
attended and it was great to see so many of the pupils running stalls and 
helping our PFTA make sure the day went well. We have also had our 
Focus Day themed on Avanti in the community, where we had the first 
public performance of the parent choir, which was very impressive and 
inspiring for the pupils to see and hear. We had some important work on 
supporting our wider community and all pupils engaged with the 
activities wonderfully well and we hope that they gained a lot from the 
experience. We now have our Glimpses of Brilliance, which is shares 
some of the kind things that pupils and staff do, and reading and sharing 
those each week helps everyone feel valued. 
 
As you know, we recently sent out a parent survey which is an exercise I 
want to become a regular part of our journey. We have gone through 
each individual response and yesterday I shared our plans based on the 
findings of the survey. Due to the current variant (I hope there will be a 
time soon when we don’t have to keep mentioning this) this was moved 
to a virtual meeting, but it was still a very valuable process. Thank you to 
those people were able to    join us and who used the Q and A time to 
make sure we were able    to clarify any points raised. Communication is 
important that we continue to enhance and this session was vital for us 
as a school and for those that attended to understand how we will be 
working together to strengthen these areas. 

This term we do say goodbye to Mr Wood, Miss Ball and Miss Cook who 
are leaving for pastures new, we wish them well and I know you will join 
me in thanking them for their help and support they have given your child 
in their time at Avanti Hall School.  

 

In January we are welcoming Mr Lennon as subject leader for science and 
Mrs Ballentyne as our new key stage 2 teacher, we have further interviews 
next week and will share with parents the names of new teachers in due 
course. 

Friday 17th December – End of 
Term                                     
Finish times –                      
 Primary – 13:45          
 Secondary – 14:00 

Wednesday 5th January 2022 – 
Start of the Spring term. 

Thursday 13th January – Year 9 
options. 

Wednesday 26th January – 
Focus day. The theme this 
month is STEAM (Science, 
technology, engineering, art & 
maths 
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You Said… We did… 

Our Avanti Hall family will be growing this year,  
and we are so pleased to share the good news that  
both Miss Hannis-Smith and Miss MacLellan are  
expecting babies towards the end of the academic  
year. We are delighted and will be making sure that 
 we look after them both well. At the beginning of  
next term,  
we will be advertising for their maternity cover posts  
and will share further information nearer the time. 

Can you develop  ways to 
communicate information 
with the parent body? 

We have now responded to parents regarding 
our plans and will evaluate the impact of our 
proposed plans each term. 
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Educational 
Excellence 

 

 

Le 
Français  

Ces six saucissons-secs-ci sont si 
secs qu’on ne sait si s’en sont. 
 

These six dried sausages are so 
dry that we don’t know if they are 

(dried sausages). 

Fun tongue twister (un virelangue) to try: 

French idiom to learn: 
 
“Coup de foudre” 
 
Literal translation: a lightning strike. Actual 
meaning: to fall madly in love at first sight. 

French Culture 

This week the students in KS2     (Yrs 3-
6) have been introduced to the iconic 
figures of Asterix and Obelix. 

Astérix et Obélix is a comic strip 
 
(Bande Dessinée or BD in French) 
 
The first strips were published in 1959, 
written by 
 
René Goscinny and drawn by Albert 
Uderzo 
 
(who are both Belgian). 



 
   

Educational 
Excellence 

Year 10 created a giant River profile to understand its 
changes as it travels downstream.  

 

Yr 9 create marine ecosystems (food chains, food webs 
and tropic levels.)  

Year 
10 

Year 9 



 
   Educational 

Excellence 

Year 

3  
Beech Class had a great day focusing on 
Community. We met first time author 
Naomi Taylor who read us her story 
'Sally the Seagull'. A heart-warming tale 
looking at homelessness and how we 
can look after our environment. We 
then looked at how to set out a letter 
and each wrote Naomi a letter telling 
her what we liked about the story and 
the messages within it.  

 

We decorated a fabulous Christmas Jumper for 
the Key Stage 2 Christmas Jumper Competition. 
Mr. Arnold gets to wear the winning design on 
the last day - we hope it's ours, but we decided 
that even if we don't win, we had a lot of fun 
working as a team creating it! We also made 
some fantastic pop-up Christmas cards to send 
to St Petroc's. 

Year 
2  

In our topic 'We are 
Britain' we have  
compared London to 
Exeter, the Welsh  
coastal town of  
Aberystwyth to  
Sidmouth and this week drew  
what we believed the Loch Ness Monster looks like 
using a given description. Last week, learning 
about Norther Ireland, we learnt the story of Finn 
McColl and made the Giant's Causeway. We linked 
in what we already know about the physical 
geographical features that the Northern Ireland 
coast has to offer. It was a lot of fun and the end 
results were magnificent! 
 
Mr G Kinch 



 
   

Educational 
Excellence 

Year 8 
PRE 

 
In PRE year 8 have been studying 
environmental issues and different religious 
views of tthe environment. Their assessment 
was to 'Design your own world from scratch' 
  

• Explain each stage in making your 
world.    

• Write a creation story for your 
world.   

• What are the main differences 
between your world and the current 
one?  

• Why do you think your world is better 
than the current one?  

Rosa Kerr in Willow did a wonderful piece of 
work. Mrs Torr loved it as it      showed 
originality of thought and  a deep level of 
evaluation. 
 

If you could redesign the 
world from scratch what 

would you do? 



 
  

 Educational 
Excellence 

AVANTI HALL 
HOUSE CHAMPIONSHIP 

Total Points as of 18/12/21 

DART : 1239 
EXE : 1434  
OTTER : 1319 
YEO : 1330  
 

 

 

Especially for Yule tide, the book of the holidays is a Christmas Carol by Charles 
Dickens. 

Did you know? Charles Dickens, after a reading of ‘A Christmas carol’ said “I think 
they were the finest audiences I ever read to. I don’t think I ever read in some 
respect as well; and I never beheld anything like the personal affection which they 
poured out upon me at the end. I shall always look back upon it with pleasure.” 



 
   Character 

Formation 
Avanti Winter Fayre 2021 
 
A huge thank you to everyone 
who helped to organise and 
run our Winter Fayre; to 
those who came along and 
supported it; and those who 
donated clothes, books, jam 
jars and more, to make it 
happen! 
  
It wasn’t the best weather, 
but we still enjoyed a 
wonderful event, with 
Storytelling; Historic Tree 
Walks; Lantern making and 
Lantern walk; crafts and 
wreath making; yummy pizza, 
soup and toasties, cakes and 
hot drinks; amazing selection 
of raffle prizes; Magic Forest; 
and a beautiful selection of 
stalls. 
 
We raised an amazing £1600 
(exact total still being 
calculated). This will all go 
towards our PTFA Big 
Challenge 2021, where we are 
aiming to raise at least £6000 
to buy play equipment for the 
Walled garden, for primary 
aged children to enjoy at 
break times. – Avanti PTFA 
 
  
 



 
   Spiritual 

Insight 

 

On Tuesday 7th December we held our second Focus Day of this academic year. The 6 Focus Days allow us to 
explore a variety of current and relevant topics and provide enrichment opportunities.    
  
This Focus Day was on ‘Avanti in the Community’ and was also tied in with Christmas Jumper / fancy winter 
jumper Day.    
  
Pupils were invited to wear a festive / wintery jumper of their choice and pupils were asked for a £1 donation for 
the charity ‘Save the Children.  
In addition to Save the Children donations, we also asked for items from the St Petrock’s ‘Rough-Sleeper 
Winter Wish list 2021’, for which they were extremely grateful and can be used to make a small difference to 
homeless people's lives during winter and the festive period.  Thank you for your fabulous contributions.  
 
  
 

During the day, pupils explored learning questions 
such as:  

• ‘What is community?’  
• ’What issues exist in our community?’  
• ‘How can we help solve these issues?’   

 
Our parent choir performed beautifully and a 
volunteer from St Petrock’s visited and 
enlightened the children on the risks and 
dangers of being homeless, especially at this time 
of year.  
  
Drama was performed to the school, including the 
Year 10 GCSE group who wrote and performed 
their own devised piece based on our theme.  
  
The upper school also had the opportunity to learn 
sign language and performed the signed rendition 
of 'Silent Night' for the school.   
  
We learned about how the oceans and beaches are 
being severely polluted with plastics 
and waste, created posters to encourage people 
to dispose of their rubbish properly as well as 
looking at supporting our elderly and animals in 
our community.  
  
Our Reception class and Key Stage 
1 children enjoyed the day, creating Christmas 
items and performances for the Barton Place 
Nursing Home on Cowley Bridge, which will be 
delivered to the care home at the end of 
this week.  
 
Mrs N Evans, Mrs J Wood and Mrs S Greaves  
Phase Lead for Upper School, KS2 and KS1  
 



 
  

 

 

Parent  
Notices 

CLUBS 

 

 

 

Every Wednesday in the 
Drama/Yoga studio from 
1.50pm-2.15pm. A fun 

and creative weekly 
Every Open to all pupils 

in KS3.  

MUSICAL THEATRE 
Club 

Dates to be 
announced in the 

New Year 

When dropping off, or picking up please                                                                          
DO NOT make a U-turn in the middle of West Garth 
road.  

Please use the round-a-bout at the top of the road. 

Thank you   

 



 
  

 Parent 
Notices 

 Online safeguarding update : 
 

Concerns about 
 
 
Online safety is a crucial part of our safeguarding procedures and is more important now than it ever has been. With more and 
more children and young people having access to smart devices that connect to the internet, it is much harder for their internet 
usage to be monitored. This causes a problem as there is a huge amount of material that is completely inappropriate for people 
under the age of 18 that is accessible for children much younger than this. In addition, even children that do not access the internet 
in this way or are completely safe in their practice run the risk of being shown or sent things that they should not be seeing. I am 
sure that this message is already meeting with agreement from many of you at this point. This is a very challenging time for 
families and we will do all we can to support. 
My biggest concern at present is TikTok. TikTok is an app that has an age restriction of 13 but I know of many children at the 
school that have an account that are below this age. In all honesty, I question why the age restriction is as low as it is as there is 
lots of material that is not appropriate for anyone under the age of 18. Actually, some of it isn’t appropriate for anyone. TikTok, 
in principle, is a fun, engaging app that entertains. However, what it does do is create trends that have enormous reach and 
viewership. There are dance challenges or lyrics challenges that people are encouraged to video themselves repeating and post 
online. The issue with this is that the dance challenges are often connected to music with terribly inappropriate actions or 
language and, often, children are unknowingly posting material of themselves in compromising positions. In the last 12 months, 
there have been several of these challenges and I would like to take this opportunity to reference three of them. I must apologise 
in advance for the language I have to use here. 
The most notorious was, and is, a song called WAP by Cardi B which is accompanied by an explicit video and lyrics in a message 
focused on promiscuous sex. The TikTok challenge involved people being encouraged to dance in a sexually provocative way. Lots 
did not understand the significance of the movement or the lyrics. The next one was a song called Body which was promoted 
using TikTok with people encouraged to mime to a particular verse that begins “Have you seen the state of her body?” The verse 
focuses on promiscuous living and the objectification of women and is an appalling message for young people to hear. The third 
is a song entitled D**k, which has a repeated line of RIP P***y and, like the previous one, is all about objectification and 
promiscuous living. Again, children should not be hearing this message. 
These have been on Tiktok for a very long time and we have seen examples of children as young as 9 repeating things from them. 
I would encourage any parents and carers that have children with Tiktok accounts to treat them with extreme caution and check 
regularly if you still want them to have them. As DSL, I would advise you to remove those accounts but, of course, that is your 
decision as the children’s guardian. 
To improve the safeguarding teams understanding of what is current on social media, I would like to introduce you to Miss Chloe 
Reep who is our Year 5 class teacher. Miss Reep is now part of 
 our safeguarding team and has been trained to the level of a DSL. She has 
 been appointed as Online Safety and Social Media Advisor to the Safeguarding  
Team and she will be monitoring trends online and identifying any areas of  
concern. We will use this information to inform you of any concerns and 
 will Miss Reep will update you in the newsletter whenever we find something. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to read this and please do contact us if you have  
any concerns. 
 
Have a lovely weekend. 
Assistant Principal and DSL 



 
   Parent 

Notices 
 

Thanks to our staff 
Do you think an Avanti Hall staff 

member deserves a special 
thank you for going above and 
beyond their normal duties? 

Name: Daniel Page 
 
Job title: Teacher of Physical Education and Science 
  
What do you do on an average day? Apart from 
spending much of my time in school, I also play 
football or go to the gym in my spare time, while also 
spending time with family and friends. 
  
What is the best part of your day? First thing in the 
morning, with a coffee and my cat purring because I 
have finally woken up to feed him. 
  
What is the most challenging part of your day? 
Getting home after work and trying to stay awake 
after a busy day. 
  
Something about me: One of my main hobbies, is 
mountaineering. Of which I am due to complete a 
mountain leadership course and tackle the three 
peak challenge in the summer. 
 



 
  School 

Lunches 

 


